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reason vs emotion: key drivers in the history of moral ... - reason vs emotion: key drivers in the history
of moral progress by dr meredith doig president, rationalist society of australia inc. historically, reason was
assumed by the ancients and by medieval philosophers to be superior to the art of changing the brain //
james e. zull - tended to present the brain as more fixed, with the learning wiring already in
place—somewhat like an automobile, a machine that does not change when someone drives it. rationality
and emotions in decision making - rationality and emotions in decision making 55 introduction on the one
hand, decision making is a process we are quite familiar with, because we often interactive report cerebral
hemisphere regulation of ... - behavior & vital functions sensory system state system cognitive system
motor system r v s body environment nervous system 1 2 somatomotor neuron pools locomotor emotional
intelligence: issues in paradigm building - consortium for research on emotional intelligence in
organizations ei and paradigm building 1 ( eiconsortium ) emotional intelligence: issues in paradigm building
right brain, left brain: a misnomer - dana - this side seems particularly important in spatial
orientation—people with right brain injuries are prone to getting lost even in familiar surroundings, and may
mental health & mental illness glossary of common terminology - 3 a abuse the illegal or excessive use
of something (person, animal, object, idea...) that can generate damaging conse-quences. in a mental health
context you may often hear of sexual, drug or substance abuse. healing invisible wounds - justicepolicy 2 youth in correctional facilities already face significant challenges related to their incarceration and justice
involvement, including separation from their families, communities, education and other positive
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